
Thank you so much for not only being a PLAY TRIBE member but also
for downloading this eBook!

I love our PLAY TRIBE and this is one of the reasons, 
being able to share, play and learn with you.

Here are just a few little notes about this eBook.

Every child is different so work to your child's ability.

Most of these activities contain small parts so please always supervise
your little one.

Although I have included a few examples of each idea there are so many more,
so head over to @zaras_play_tribe on instagram to check them out.

I am always happy to answer any questions so never hesitate to 
drop me a DM on instagram or send me an email!

Cover photo by @d.and.a.at.play

    



What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?What are fine motor skills?
Fine motor skill is the ability to use the small muscles, in our hands 

and fingers, in coordination with our eyes.

These skills are vital for writing, holding small items, getting dressed, eating
and so much more!

When we break down fine motor skills there are lots of elements.
In this eBook I am going to focus on the following benefits....

    
Bilateral Integration - Using both hands at once

Finger Isolation - Using single digits, point/poking.

Hand and finger strength - Building the muscles.

Crossing the mid-line - Using our right hand on the left 
side of our body.

Hand and eye coordination - Using our hands and eyes together to 
achieve a goal. 

Object manipulation - Being able to move an object in the desired way.

Hand division - Using 3 fingers to grab something

Pincer grip - Using thumb and one finger to grab something

Transferring objects - Switching objects between hands.
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Balancing

Benefits...

BalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancingBalancing
Balancing objects on top of each other can be as simple as building

a block tower or making a stack of books. The difficulty of balancing tasks
can be altered by changing the size, shape and height of objects.

Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Pincer grip

      

Pom pom colour match and
balance 

      

Duplo balance
      

Spoons stuck in a cardboard
cylinder provided extra height 

in this balancing activity
      



Simple 
Fine motor skill

Ideas
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Clothes & Fixings

Benefits...

Clothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & FixingsClothes & Fixings
Our clothes have a range of fixings that require specific skills to master.

Using different clothes and fixings can help us refine and strengthen our fine
motor skills. 

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Lacing shoes
      

Opening and closing bags 
and purses

      

Jacket Boards
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Cutting

Benefits...

CuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCuttingCutting
Using scissors, a knife or handy scoopers are helpful in getting children to

practice not only practical life skills but challenging hand and finger dexterity. 

Bilateral Integration
Hand and finger strength
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division

      

Use scissors to make 
specific snips in paper

      

Cut play dough with a blunt
knife.
      

Use handy scoopers to 
transfer objects. 
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Loose Parts

Benefits...

Loose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose PartsLoose Parts
Loose parts are exactly that. Loose objects you can find any where and 

everywhere!  

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Collecting holes out of a hole
punch

Matching and handling
loose parts

      

Taping loose parts down
to encourage them being 

rescued
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Pegs

Benefits...

PegsPegsPegsPegsPegsPegsPegs
We use them for washing, and the kids can too! Traditional

pegs are great to squeeze and doll pegs provide a great alternative
for younger children. 

Bilateral Integration
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Letter match      Hang the washing out! Doll pegs on a bowl.      
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Posting

Benefits...

PostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPostingPosting
Putting object into a larger object. This is another one that can be easily
adapted for your child's skill level, from balls in a box to coins in a slot. 

Changing the opening, size and shape can make a huge difference!

Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Posting puzzle
      

Post the ball & Ring Slotted bottle      
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Sensory Play

Benefits...

Sensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory PlaySensory Play
Sensory play is any type of play that engages the senses. 

My first eBook, ‘Taste-safe Sensory Bases’, has lots of ideas to help
with this one!

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Tapioca pearls in water
      

Sensory Foam
      

Objects stuck in gelatin
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Spraying

Benefits...

SprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSprayingSpraying
Using a spray bottle requires a unique hand action. Encouraging little 

ones to practice in fun ways is great for the development of fine motor
skills. 

Hand and finger strength
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Transferring objects.

      

Spraying indoor plants
      

Shooting down targets
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Stickers & Art

Benefits...

Stickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & ArtStickers & Art
Incorporating stickers and arts into our play has so many benefits.
From simple things like picking stickers off a page to creating an

artistic masterpiece.

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Colour matching stickers      Drawing 
      

Cover the dot
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Sticky Wall

Benefits...

Sticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky WallSticky Wall
Create a sticky wall with either sticky tape or contact adhesive! 

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Stick the puffs on the 
tape      

Vertical Counting Wall 
      

Colour matching
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Threading

Benefits...

ThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreadingThreading
Passing one object through another, such as threading a needle, threading 

beads and lots more!

Bilateral Integration
Finger Isolation
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Pincer grip
Transferring objects.

      

Felt square onto a straw.      Threading Beads
      

Hooks onto a plate rack 
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Tongs

Benefits...

TongsTongsTongsTongsTongsTongsTongsTongsTongsTongs
Tongs can usually be found in your kitchen drawer and are a wonderful 

resource! They can pretty much be used with anything! 

Bilateral Integration
Hand and finger strength
Crossing the mid-line
Hand and eye coordination
Object manipulation
Hand division
Transferring objects.

      

Transferring objects
      

Collecting objects 
      

Selecting objects
      



Other Tips
A lot of what I have shown you so far have been specific tasks BUT
you can incorporate fine motor skill development into your every day

with just a few simple questions and prompts

# Clap your hands

# Point to the car

# Can you reach that with your other hand?

# Pick up your shoe

# Put your drink bottle on the bench.

# Don’t forget to use your cutlery!

# Can you hold that in your other hand?

Even a good old game of find the dirt is fun, not so great for our
‘clean house ego’ buuuut picking up specks of dirt is very challenging!

    



 Thank you

 
Repetition and consistency is something that works so well with little ones.

So remember, if they don’t get it the first time offer it to them
again. They WILL get there!

Don’t forget to tag me @zaras_play_tribe and #playtribe in your
stories and posts on instagram so I can see you trying these out!

Massive shout out to Jess from @d.and.a.at.play for providing the cover
photo for this ebook! Thank you so much!

 

You made it this far.....LEGEND!

Fine motor skills are something that we all need and use in almost 
everything that we do.

Evie has struggled much more in her FMS development than Aidan did
so this has been a great timely reminder for me!


